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Introduction
This paper seemed to be accessible to candidates on the whole, with very few blank pages, 
and the vast majority of candidates seemed to have plenty of time to complete the whole 
paper. Issues included a lack of detail from the candidates when explaining their answers, 
especially when it was for 2 marks (e.g. a strength and a weakness for 4 marks). Examiners 
cannot make any assumptions about what the candidates meant, they could only mark 
what was written, nor could they assume candidates meant to compare if they did not do 
so explicitly. Some evaluation still tended to be generic, especially when evaluating studies, 
and the points could apply to a variety of studies so did not often show understanding of 
the particular study. Candidates improved their answers on the scenarios often accurately 
linking the points they were making to the given scenario. Though again a lack of 
detail frequently hindered candidates. There was also still some confusion about the features 
of one of Freud’s stages, and what happens if someone is fixated in a stage. 

The report that follows aims to point out good practices and common weaknesses that 
occurred throughout this paper, in order to give guidance on how to answer questions in 
future series and avoid common mistakes.
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Question 10
Most candidates got both marks and candidates are obviously getting better at 
understanding why statistical test are used. Those that got it wrong tended to think it was 
an experiment, or crossed independent measures. Some candidates only put a cross by one 
answer.

Question 12 (a)
Stronger candidates wrote a more specific IV, and stated the ages of the children. A lot of 
candidates did not operationalise the IV and just put ‘the age of the children’ without stating 
what the ages were. A significant majority were confused and wrote that the IV was the 
different glasses.

The ages of the children are clearly stated in the brackets. 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

Whilst they say 'the age of the children' they do not 
say what these ages are. 0 marks.

Examiner Comments

When asked to identify an independent variable 
make sure it is fully operationalised, with both 
conditions being clearly stated.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (b)
Those candidates who successfully identified the DV tended to lose marks through not 
operationalising it. A lot of candidates just wrote the answer given to Charles with no 
indication of what the answer was or referred to. Many candidates failed to identify what the 
DV was, with a lot writing about the ages of the children or the glasses.

1 mark.They clearly give both possible answers, the 
same amount of water or not.

Examiner Comments

1 mark.This candidate gives two possible answers, 'yes or no' and have 'about the water' in 
brackets.

Examiner Comments

Make sure the DV is fully operationalised and the examiner knows exactly how it is being 
measured.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (c)
Most candidates were able to correctly identify what the experimental design was, though 
there are still a minority of candidates who wrote about the method rather than the 
experimental design. 

When it came to evaluating the experimental design better candidates were able to 
write what strengths and  weaknesses were and then elaborate on both points to explain 
why each was a strength or a weakness. However candidates did lose marks because they 
were not able to elaborate, e.g. they said that the fact there were no order effects was a 
strength but then didn’t go on to write about why there would be no order effects. The most 
popular strengths were a lack of demand characteristics, participant variables and lack of 
order effects. The weaknesses tended to answer less well than the strengths through a lack 
of elaboration.
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1 mark for independent groups.2 marks for the 
strength. 1 mark 'there are no order effects', 1 mark 
for elaboration about it being because the participants 
only do a single phase of the experiment.There is 
another strength - lack of demand characteristics - but 
the elaboration for this is not enough, they need to 
say why this means they can't predict the aim of the 
experiment. So this strength would only get 1.

1 mark for the weakness. More expensive plus using 
each participant only once.The elaboration doesn't get 
the mark because it's talking about sampling method, 
rather than experimental design.

Examiner Comments

Make sure the elaboration relates 
to the point already stated.

Examiner Tip
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One mark for independent groups.One mark for the strength. 'Order effects'. The 
elaboration is incorrect, as they don't learn, improve etc. and the candidate has said that 
they do.Two marks for the weakness, 1 for there may be participant variation and then the 
elaboration point for saying how these could affect the results instead of the IV.

Examiner Comments

Read through what has been written to ensure you have written what you meant to.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12 (d)
The better candidates were able to contextualise their answer and relate ethical issues to 
Charles and to the ethics of using children in an experiment. The most common ethical 
issues covered were informed consent from the parents and the right to withdraw. However, 
a lot of candidates wrote about consent from the parents rather than informed consent, and 
did not make it clear that the parents should know everything about the experiment; indeed 
some said parents should be deceived. 

Weaker candidates tended to not link their answer to the scenario and just wrote about 
generic ethical guidelines with no reference to children. Some candidates simply listed the 
ethical guidelines with no explanation of what they were. Candidates often struggled to 
explain protection in the context of the study, but better candidates were able to link it to 
the fact the children may be upset if they were told they had got the answer wrong.

This answer achieved three marks.No marks for 
consent as they don't say "informed consent" if they 
had added  "but the parents can" at the end of the 
sentence this would have shown they understood 
about informed consent.

One mark for sentence about right to withdraw.Nothing 
for knowledgeable conductor. It needs elaboration 
about what they mean.One mark for "physical harm" 
with the example.One mark for the debriefing with the 
explanation.

Examiner Comments

Make sure you don't assume 
the examiner knows what you 
mean, it needs to be written 
down.

Examiner Tip
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Four marks.One mark for informed consent clearly 
linked to the parents.One mark for reminding the 
children they can leave the study.One mark for low 
level consequences and competence together.One 
mark for debriefing including the aim.

Examiner Comments
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Question 13
The most popular study used was Raine et al, with Gottesman and Shields also having a lot 
of responses. There were very few answers about Bellis.

Question 13a

Many candidates failed to gain both marks for the aim as it was often lacking in detail. Or, 
in the case of Raine, the answer was confused with a lot of candidates saying Raine was 
looking for a predisposition to murder. Several candidates failed to refer to the control group 
or thought the control group was another group of murderers. Gottesman and Shields was 
better answered in terms of the aim, with better candidates being able to give two of their 
aims to access both marks.

Question 13b

Better candidates were able to write accurately about the results of their chosen study. 
Raine was the most likely to gain full marks. Those candidates that referred to activity in 
the subcortical region as a whole tended to do better than those who tried to write about 
the different regions separately. These candidates tended to confuse the results for the 
amygdala, hippocampus and thalamus. A common conclusion written was that the brain 
causes people to murder, though better candidates were able to say that Raine concluded 
the environment also played a part.

Candidates often got the figures wrong for Gottesman and Shields, with many giving 
findings from one of their other studies rather than the one stated in the question and 
on the specification. Better candidates gave the correct figures and were then able to 
write about the conclusion in terms of the diathesis stress model. In a way it seems to 
be unhelpful to candidates that Gottesman presents such a variety of statistical analysis 
because it seems to have confused a lot of candidates - citing as the concordance rate 
for MZ & DZ twins figures for male/female, or severe SZ only or for Categories 1, 2 & 3 
combined, rarely specifying these distinctions.

 Bellis was the least likely to gain full marks, as there was often confusion about whether the 
grey or white matter increased or decreased, with a lot of candidates getting the two mixed 
up.

Question 13c

Candidates that achieved high scores on the evaluation tended to reflect the fact that they 
had not rote learnt evaluation points using GRAVE, but were able to offer an explanation of 
why the evaluative points were applicable to their chosen study. However, there were a lot of 
candidates who wrote generic points that could have applied to several studies, so limiting 
the marks they could achieve. Evaluation does need to reference aspects of the actual study 
being evaluated to be able to gain full marks. Some candidates missed out on full marks 
because they did not write enough points.

The sample size was often an issue with candidates stating there were only 41 participants 
in Raines study, rather than 41 participants in each group, and they often gave an incorrect 
sample size for Gottesman and Shields. 

When evaluating Raine, ethical points tended to not be done well; often stating that they 
weren’t protected from harm as they were injected. Candidates frequently ignored the fact 
that they would have been aware of this as they gave informed consent. Better candidates 
were able to evaluate Raine in terms of the scientific procedure, the PET scan and sample 
size.

When evaluating Gottesman and Shields some points offered more of a conclusion from the 
study, rather than an evaluation. A lot of candidates also thought the study could only be 
applied to twins. A large minority of candidates thought the Bethlem-Maudsley hospital was 
in America.
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13a) Two marks for the aim.One mark for the 
difference in the brains and naming the two groups 
and one mark for difference in the prefrontal cortex.

13b) Two marks for the results.One mark for less 
activity prefrontal cortex and one mark for more 
activity right side of the thalamus.

13c) Six marks for the evaluation.Nothing for 
41 participants as this is incorrect there were 41 
participants in each group making a total of 82.One 
mark for two out of 41 were female, as it is linked 
to NGRI.One mark for controls plus cause and effect 
(generic).One mark for standardised procedure 
(generic).One mark for the application.One mark for 
ecological validity and link to task not associated to 
violence.One mark for right to withdraw.One mark 
for matched pairs eg six people had schizophrenia.

Examiner Comments

Link all points to particulars about the study as 
generic points will limit the marks available.

Examiner Tip
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13a) Two marks for the aim. One mark for genetic 
causes and one mark for concordance rate with MZ 
and DZ twins stated.

13b) Nothing for the results. The figures are wrong. 
The conclusion needs more such as something about 
environmental causes as well.

13c) Nothing for evaluation. Nothing credit-worthy, 
how will the results help sufferers? The point needs 
elaborating. The sample size needs figures or an 
explanation about why it is difficult to generalise.

Examiner Comments

Make sure points are fully explained.

Examiner Tip
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Question 14
This was generally answered very well, with a lot of candidates gaining all four marks. The 
most common mistake was candidates confusing secondary and primary reinforcement and 
getting them the wrong way around. Some didn’t read the question and wrote about positive 
reinforcement, which was not a term they were asked to use.

Question 15 (a)
Better candidates were able to access all the marks for this question, as they were able to 
say how two defence mechanisms could be used and then elaborate on their answer, often 
through the use of an example for each defence mechanism. Repression, displacement 
and denial were the most common defence mechanisms used. Candidates who did not 
do as well often failed to explain how the defence mechanism would be used by Adele, 
simply stating what the defence mechanisms were. Some candidates did confuse repression 
and regression. Repression sometimes lacked detail with a lack of elaboration and some 
candidates stating that it led to the memories being pushed into the preconscious rather 
than the unconscious (or the back of the mind) and not using the correct terms.

This gets 3 marks.Two marks for repression. One 
mark for putting it into the unconscious, and one 
mark for 'to avoid damaging her mental health'.One 
mark for denial.

Examiner Comments

Examples are a good way of getting the second mark 
in questions where it is two marks for a feature.

Examiner Tip
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This gets 1 mark.Nothing for repression, as putting the 
memory 'to the back of her head' is not enough. We want 
psychodynamic terms.One mark for projection for putting 
her emotions onto someone else.

Examiner Comments

Use psychological terms in answers.

Examiner Tip
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This gets 1 mark.Nothing for repression. We need more than 'protect herself', protect 
herself from what? The preconscious is incorrect.One mark for denial.

Examiner Comments

Make sure points are fully explained, examiners cannot assume what you mean.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (b)
Very few candidates were able to gain full marks for this question. A lot of candidates 
included fixation in their answer, when the question clearly stated the behaviour that 
would be shown in the anal stage. Most candidates were able to correctly refer to the area 
that was the focus of pleasure and potty training, with better candidates also referring to 
expelling or retaining faeces. A few candidates wrote about the wrong stage (oral or phallic).

This one gets 3 marks.One mark for focus on anus 
and toilet.One mark for ego develops, plus  Elliot will 
be less demanding.One mark for understanding that 
he has to wait.

Examiner Comments
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This gets 2 marks.One mark for anus plus 
faeces.One mark for controlling his parents through 
his bowel movements. That whole sentence says the 
same thing twice, so only credited once.Nothing for 
tidiness and mean behaviour, as this is fixation.

Examiner Comments

When asked features of a stage do not write about 
fixation as those characteristics are shown as an 
adult, after the stage.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (c)
A lot of candidates failed to get more than one mark as they often wrote a list of adult 
characteristics with no elaboration or explanation. Better candidates were able to go beyond 
listing characteristics, often through the use of an example, such as hobbies or jobs if anally 
expulsive, or being able to explain what the characteristics entailed.

This gets 1 mark.One mark for list of characteristics 
for anal retentive.Anal expulsive is another list, so 
can't gain credit as it is maximum of 1 for a list.

Examiner Comments

When asked to outline something don't just write 
lists, but include some detail.

Examiner Tip
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This gets 3 marks.One mark for lack of 
tidiness, linked to his living area and hygiene 
issues.One mark for generous, and the elaboration 
about buying people gifts.One mark for tidy etc. plus 
not liking sharing his items.

Examiner Comments
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Question 16
A lot of candidates confused the CS with the UCS, with the UCS often being defined badly. 
Some candidates were confused about the examples, with some not giving natural stimuli or 
reflexes for the UCS/UCR. A lot of candidates failed to say the UCS and UCR were natural, so 
not distinguishing them from the CS and CR. However, candidates were better at answering 
the CS and the CR. Better candidates tended to use Pavlov or Little Albert as their example 
across all the terms. Some candidates were creative and came up with their own examples, 
though at times these were confused.
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UCS gets one mark for the example.UCR 
gets  one mark  for the example.CS 
one for the definition and one for the 
example.CR one for the definition and 
one for the example.

Examiner Comments

When asked to define terms show that you 
know what they mean, don't just use other 
terms that are part of the question.

Examiner Tip
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UCS gets one mark for the example. A stimulus with an 
association is not clear enough. It could apply to CS as 
well.UCR gets one mark for the definition and one mark 
for the example.CS gets one mark for the example. 
Definition needs more, association with what? 

CR gets one mark for the definition and one mark for the 
example.

Examiner Comments

Make sure your answer is clear.

Examiner Tip
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UCS gets one mark for definition and one mark for the example, as they have put 'UCS' after 
food.UCR gets one mark for the definition and one mark for the example.CS gets one mark for 
the definition and one mark for the example.

CR gets one mark for the definition and one mark for the example.

Examiner Comments
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Question 17
There were a wide range of marks for this question. The better candidates were able to 
write about a study that was replicable and justify some of their decision. Some of the 
justifications were excellent and clearly linked to this specific study e.g. volunteer sampling 
being better as some people may not want to drink alcohol. There were some creative 
answers about how the study could be carried out, with the most popular methods of 
testing reaction time being a ruler drop test, or pressing a button when a specified object 
appeared on a computer screen. Sampling and ethics tended to be the aspects of the 
procedure answered the best by all candidates, with better candidates being able to give an 
operationalised IV and DV.

Some candidates thought that the study was a correlation rather than an experiment, but 
managed to gain some marks by confusing the two methods. Where candidates did lose 
marks was because they did not justify their decisions or they failed to state whose reaction 
time they would measure, so the study was not replicable.

There were some unethical studies that could gain no credit, such as drinking 20 units of 
alcohol, or driving on public roads whilst drunk. Candidates need to remember that when 
they are asked to create a procedure the study has to be ethical.

Some candidates picked tasks where it was hard to see how they would measure reaction 
time, such as throwing a ball at the participants is more a measure of catching ability and 
co-ordination rather than reaction time. Some candidates did not write about an experiment, 
but wrote about other methods such as observations.
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This was awarded 2 marks.There is no element done 
well, we don’t know what the participants are doing 
so can’t be replicated, e.g. how is reaction time 
measured? Reaction time is not mentioned, though 
there is an attempt at justification.

Examiner Comments

When writing a plan for a study make sure it could 
be given to a non-psychologist and they would be 
able to carry it out without any questions.

Examiner Tip
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This gets 7 marks.Three elements are done 
well, sampling method, procedure and ethics. 
Then go onto independent measures, but 
procedure reads as though it is repeated 
measures so ignore this. Good justification of 
sampling method clearly linked to the study. So 
level 4, 7 marks.

Examiner Comments

Make sure all aspects of the question are 
answered to gain full marks, in this case 
there was only one justification when the 
question asked for two.

Examiner Tip
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Question 18 (a)
Most candidates were able to gain this mark. Those that didn’t tended to put down only one 
chromosome, rather than both.

Question 18 (b)
Better candidates were able to offer good comparisons between the two approaches 
throughout their answer.  They were able to compare, in terms of relevant studies, and 
elaborate through the results of the studies to gain further marks, as well as compare in 
terms of methodological issues.

Overall there was some very good knowledge of the two explanations of gender. However, 
weaker candidates did not gain full marks as they tended to offer a description of one 
explanation followed by a description of another explanation. Just putting ‘however’ between 
the two descriptions does not make the whole answer a comparison. Candidates cannot 
assume that the comparison is implied and examiners can only mark what the candidate has 
written.

Most candidates were able to compare the two explanations in terms of the nature-nurture 
debate. Those who made a comparison in terms of the role of parents also tended to do 
this well. Weaker candidates sometimes lost focus of the gender part of the question, citing 
animal studies (such as Pavlov) as evidence for the learning approach, in terms of gender, or 
going onto studies (such as Raine or Gottesman and Shields) as evidence for the biological 
approach.
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This gets 1 mark. There is only one explicit 
comparison, it is just two descriptions 
joined together by the word alternatively.

Examiner Comments

Make sure each point is a comparison. Don't 
just write one description followed by another.

Examiner Tip
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This gets 2 marks. One mark for comparing biological Y chromosome with learning and role 
models and one mark for elaboration of role models.Nothing for Bandura, Ross and Ross and 
it is evaluating the learning approach, there is no comparison to a study for the biological 
approach.

Nothing for Biological approach and chromosomes as there is no comparison with the learning 
approach.

Examiner Comments
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This gets 4 marks.1 mark for nature nurture.1 mark for genes and learned from environment in 
the same sentence.Note that this is two marking points in one sentence and shows how marks 
can be quickly gained. 1 mark for saying both say parents are involved in explanation of gender.1 
mark for elaborating how the biological approach says parents are involved.1 mark for how SLT 
says parents are involved.The last paragraph shows a good example of how three marks can be 
gained through elaboration of one point.

Examiner Comments
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Question 19
Better answers were broader in the depth of their descriptions as well as the breadth and 
depth of their focused evaluation. For many, a lot of time was wasted in their descriptions 
by writing about all of Freud’s theory, especially the stages, rather than focusing on the 
demands of the question. Most candidates used examples in their description. Some 
candidates described the research methods Freud used, rather than evaluating them. 
Several candidates also cited Masson’s criticisms at length, which failed to focus on 
methodology and so lacked relevance.

Better candidates were able to clearly distinguish between the id, ego and superego and 
state when they emerge as part of the personality. They were often able to extend their 
answer further, with examples such as mechanisms used by the ego to maintain the balance 
between the id and superego, or went on to describe the various personalities if the ego 
was too weak.  Weaker candidates tended to lack detail when it came to their description, 
often using points they had learnt from past mark schemes, and failing to take into account 
that an essay is not points marked but level marked and therefore requires breadth and 
depth for the top levels. There was a lot of confusion about the ego with a large minority of 
candidates thinking it was the morality principle.

Those who showed breadth in their evaluation were the better candidates, and they were 
able to focus on Freud’s research methods as a whole. They were able to use a range of 
points well, including dream analysis, case studies etc. and writing about the strengths and 
weaknesses of the research methods; particularly showing a good understanding of the 
research methods Freud used. The evaluation by weaker candidates tended to be focussed 
on Little Hans rather than Freud’s research methods or they evaluated his theory in general. 
Some focussed only on case studies and often repeated the points they were trying to make. 
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4 marks.The description is level 1 basic. There are also some 
inaccuracies, the ego is not there from birth, and the superego does 
not supress the id, it is in conflict with it.The evaluation is level 
1, it is mainly a description of the study of Little Hans, though it 
does say how the results of different aspects of Little Hans support 
Freud’s theory. There is no evaluation of the research methods used 
by Freud.As both description and evaluation are basic it can move 
up to level 2.There are errors and the evaluation is not focussed on 
what the question asks.

Examiner Comments

Make sure the answer is answering the question that 
is asked.

Examiner Tip
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12 marks.The description is level 4, it is detailed having breadth and depth of the id, ego 
and superego all of which are done well, as well as an understanding of developing a healthy 
personality.The evaluation is focused on research methods and is thorough and broad with several 
points covering both strengths and weaknesses.

Examiner Comments
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Paper Summary
• Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

• Fully operationalise the IV and the DV.

• When answering a compare question, make sure that each point is explicitly compared.

• When evaluating studies, make sure each point refers to something specific about the 
study.

• When planning a study, make sure it can be replicated, e.g. include how the DV will be 
measured.

• Ensure studies are ethical if asked to plan one from stimulus material. 

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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